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It is well known that Comparative Literature in Arabic can not look back 
at a long history; but still this fact should not be allowed to stand as a 
vindication of the paucity of writings that deal with the background and 
development of this young field of literary scholarship. Apart from two or 
three attempts at introducing some aspects of the emergence of the 
discipline, there is almost nothing on the subject, especially before the 
1980's.(1) That is in Arabic of course, but when itcomes~o/8.ccountson 1Arabic 
Comparative Literature in other languages nothing of any significance exists. 
If one takes as an example The Yearbook of Comparative and General 
Literature, which regularly reports on the development of comparative 
studies throughout the world, one finds in the whole series (1952-1985) only 
two entries on Arabic Comparative Literature.(2) Under the first entry (1959) 
there is something of an account,(3) whereas under the second entry (1964) 
there is nothing more than a misleading broad title(4) that turns to be simply 
a review of a small comparative book written by the author of the first entry, 
Mohamed Ghonemi Hilal. In other European languages, and even in French 
and Russian, nothing exists, to the best of my knowledge. In view of all this, 
the present paper has no choice but to pay the historical background more 
attention than what its author has originally wished. 

For the sake of brevity, this paper will deal only with works published in 
Arabic and will make no reference to contributions by Arabic speaking 
scholars who have touched upon the subject in English or French which are 
the only foreign languages expected to harbor such material. These 
contributions, scarce as they are in the theoretical field of which the 
mainstream of the present article consists, have made very scanty, if any, 
effect on Arabic comparative scholarship despite the fact that most, if not all, 
Arab comparatists are graduate of Western universities and are 
predominantly Anglophone or Francophone. Due to the limited scope of this 
study, no further discussion of this specific point will be made but the 
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following example may, hopefully, clarify what is meant by it. Les Cahiers 
Algeriens de Litterature Comparee (1966) is not unknown in the history of 
French comparatism, but very little reference has so far been made to it in the 
works of leading Arab comparatists albiet it has been the first, and until1981, 

the only periodical in the Arab World to bear a title related to comparative 
Literature.(S) 

In general, this article focuses on Comparative Literature as a discipline: 
theory, methodology, history, thematology, etc. Whenever necessary, 
reference will be made to some applied studies but only when these show 
evidence of certain theoretical awareness of the discipline. 

II - a. The root 'qarana' - compare is very rich and familiar in the Arabic 
language. It is also widely used in modern literary scholarship, probably due 
to the varied relations Arabic literature enjoys with different literatures of the 
modern world. The technical term 'comparative literature' appeared in the 

late thirties in Egypt but many years before that date, comparisons-
' especially between West and East - had been fashionable in literary studies. 

In fact, works by such Nahda (Rising) ·pioneers as R. R. ai-Tahtawi, Adib 
lshaq, A. F. ai-Shidyaq, Najib AI-Haddad, Sulayman AI-Bustani, and Ruhi ai
Khalidi - together with the works that followed in the 1920's and early 1930s 
- have laid a solid basis for the emergence of the discipline, at least in the 
following two senses: 

1. They helped early to absorb some of the expected opposition by the 
conservatives to the idea of influence and inter-relation initiated by the 
pioneers in an area ~haracterized by deep-rooted literary traditionalism and 
feeling of superiority at least in the domain of poetry. Among these pioneers, 
ai-Khalidi and ai-Bustani were vehement advocates of the study of literary 

inter-relations and influences, and-subsequently-were the closest to the 
discipline.(6) 

2. They furnished sufficient proof that modern Arabic literature has a 
scope of external relations wider by far than anything known in the past and 
that it should consequently be treated in a different manner. 

II - b. 'Atiyya 'Amir's article on "The History of Comparative Literature in 
Egypt" published in 1983 (7) has hitherto been a major source on the history 
of the term "comparative literature" in Arabic. In this pioneer pursuit of the 
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history of the discipline 'Amir considers Fakhri Abu ai-Su'ud the first scholar 

to have used this term and refers to an article by the latter published in ai
Risala, September 21, 1936, under the title: "on Comparative Literature: The 
Foreign Influences in Both English and Arabic Literatures."(8) This definition 
went unquestioned until the present writer had the chance, when preparing 
this article (in 1988), to go through the complete collection of ai-Risala and 

subsequently discover that Abu ai-Su'ud's title had been preceded in the 
same year by a 4 - article series publised in ai-Risala itself by Khalil Hindawi 
under the lengthy title: "A New Light on a Certain Aspect of Arabic Literature: 

The Arab engagement in Comparative Literature (al-adab al-muqaran) or 
what Europeans call Litterature comparee, through the Summarizing of 
Aristotles' Poetics by the Philosopher of the Arab's Abu ai-Walid ibn Rushd 

[Averros]."(9) Comparing the two titles and articles I have come at the 
following conclusions: 

1. From a strictly chronological viewpoint, Hindawi should be considered 
the precursor since his article appeared June 8, 1936 whereas Abu ai

Su'ud's article appeared three months later, September 21, 1936. 

2. From a methodical viewpoint, Hindawi also is ahead of Abu ai-Su'ud 
because he has written as an introduction to his article a discussion of the 
term 'litterature comparee'. Until new evidence appears, this introduction by 
Hindawi can rightly be considered the first indication of the Arab awareness 

of the new discipline, and it is really an awareness of distinction. He fairly 
objectively points to the importance of the newly established inter-literary 
comparative approach, states that the Arabs have had only limited 
experiences in this field of which Averros' work on Aristotles' poetics is an 
outstanding example, draws atention to the difference between internal and 
out-of-boundaries comparisons and Finally urges Arab scholars to follow suit 
and abandon the idea of the absolute supremacy of Arabic literature. 
Moreover, he discusses the coinage of the term and calls for a better wording 
suggesting such terms as 'Literature through comparison' or the 'study of 
literature based on comparison'.(10) 

Abu ai-Su'ud only mentions the term in the subheadings of his above
mentioned article and a series of subsequent articles and never cares to 
point to it in his text. Relying on careful research, I am convinced that the 
sub-heading 'Comparative Literature' has been added to Su'ud's articles by 
the editor of ai-Risala who rarely lets an article pass without adding to it 
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some editorial ornaments like: Of Western Literature, Of Arab and Persian 
Literature, Fiction, Drama, etc. 

There is, however, further evidence to indicate that 'Amir's account has 
not been free from hasty judgements. For example, he states that the series 
of articles by Su'l.id with the sub-heading 'Comparative Literature' concluded 
at the end of 1936, whereas in fact it continued until June 26, 1937 and 
ended with his article: "Resemblance and Discord between Arabic and 
English Literature" .(11) Without any apparent reason, the editor, after this 
article, ceases to use the sub-heading (Comparative Literature), and the term 
itself totally disappears until the first stoppage of a/-Risala in 1953 (in the 
aftermath of the Egyptian Revolution of 1952). 

I am, of course, aware of the fact that such historical conclusions usually 
engender heated discussions and challenges. In support of my conclusions 
and in completion of the history of the term in Arabic, here are some other 
findings reached after an inspection of the most important Arab literary 
periodicals of the twentieth century: 

- No mention of the term exists in the entries of ai-Muqtataf (1876-1952). 

- The term appears in a/-Thaqafa (the rival of a/-Risala) in 1941 but also as 
a sub-heading and as an isolated practice very rarely repeated. 

- It was only by the late fourties that the term has returned to the pages of 
literary periodicals but also rather feebly. Among the outstanding entries in 
this decade are two titles by Etiemble published in ai-Katib a/-Misri and 
especially written for this highly intellectual monthly, founded and edited by 
Taha Hussain.(12) The date of the second article by Etiemble, 1948, 
coincides with the appearance of the first book in Arabic ever to bear the title 
'Comparative Literature', to be discussed below. lnspite of the relative 
progress of the discipline in Arab universities after the 1950s, Arab 
periodicals have not shown any genuine interest in it. AI-Adab, for example, 
being a leading literary monthly in the Arab world throughout the fifties and 
sixties, continues to ignore the discipline. As from mid-1970's a kind of 
invigoration is noticed in periodicals, especially in Damascus where ai-Ma'rifa 
first, then a/-Adab AI-Ajnabiyya, show relative interest in the discipline, to be 
followed by Fusiil (Cairo). As from the late seventies also some major Arab 
periodicals have managed to issue special numbers on Comparative 
Literature: Fusu/ (Cairo); 'A/am ai-Fikr (Kuwait);a/-Adab ai-Ajnabiyya, a/
Ma'rifa, a/-Mauqif ai-Adabi (Damascus). In the eighties also, some discussion 
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start to appear on the literary pages of the daily press, thus reflecting the 
growing interest of the public in CL. In 1981, the first Arab periodical to bear 
the title CL comes out: A/if/Journal of Comparative Poetics, Cairo, but it 
shows no awareness of the discipline at least until 1987.(13) 

II - c. But the real haven of comparative literature in the Arab world, as much 
as in the West, has always been the university and not the literary review. 
According to 'Atiyya 'Amir, the technical use of the term 'comparative' is 
believed to have started in 1924 at Dar ai-'Uium (Cairo) with the inception of 
a new language course described as 'The Herbrew language, the Syriac, and 
their comparison with the Arabic Language.' In 1938, at the same institute, a 
new course was offered under the clear title 'Arabic Comparative Literature' 
and was confined to 'the specialization class'-postgraduates. It was not until 
1945 that CL became fully recognized in Dar ai-'Uium, this time as an 
independent course for third and fourth years students of Arabic in a newly 
established section named: 'Section of Comparative Literature, Criticism and 
Rhetorics'. Ibrahim Salama occupied the chair, aided by 'Abd ai-Razzaq 
Himideh. Later each one of them published a textbook on CL for the benefit 
of students, thus becoming the earliest Arab scholars ever to publish books 
with the title 'Comparative Literature'. Other Egyptian Universities followed 
suit but not rapidly enough, probably because of lack of specialized 
instructors.(14) Outside Egypt other Arab universities did not show much 
enthusiasm to introduce this new course. The Department of Arabic at 
Damascus University, for example, waited until1971 to introduce it, whereas 
the Department of English introduced it ten years later. 

From 1980 onward CL seems to have increasing appeal and there are 
indications that it may soon turn to be a favorable branch of literary 
specialization in Arab universities at least from the viewpoint of postgraduate 
students. Here is a brief account of the findings of a survey on the subject 
recently accomplished by the present author (not published in Arabic yet).(15) 

Departments of Arabic: 

- Most Arab universities are modelled after the French system of a 
standard curriculum. In these universities a basic course for CL is offered for 
fourth-year students with an average of two hours weekly during the 
academic year. (Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Sudan, Algeria, etc.) 

- In more modernized universities, CL is an optional course with the same 



average of hours (Kuwait, Bahrain). 

- Two Arab universities (at least until 1983) do not offer a CL course 
(Imam M. Ibn Su'ud in Riyadh, Najah University in Nablus). 

- Recommended essential Sources in Departments of Arabic: 

1. The most familiar is M. Ghonemi Hilal, Comparative Literature. (in many 
cases plus other works by Hilal). 

2. Then comes Van Tieghem, La Litterature comparee (Arabic 
translation-there are two Arabic translations and both translators are 
Syrians). 

3. Then a textbook written by the course professor himself or printed by 
the university. 

4. In very few cases some readings in foreign languages are 
recommended. 

Departments of English and French: 

In the traditionally structured universities no course under the title CL is 
usually offered, the more familiar nomenclature being World Literature, 
though recently many departments incline to adopt the title CL (Syrian 
universities) in both English and French Departments. Many of the English 
departments were initially modelled after British universities and 
consequently showed long hesitation before adopting the term, whereas it 
appeared on the curricula of some French departments fairly earlier 
(Damascus University for example). There are still, however, some 
departments of English where no courses on Comparative Literature or even 
on world literature are offered, such as the University of Qatar and some 
universities in the Gulf area. 

II - d. Of course book writing comes usually as a culmination of various 
factors and needs. That is why the first CL book in Arabic appeared as late 
as 1948. That year witnessed interesting developments first through the 
publication of Etiemble's two special articles already referred to, and then 
through the appearance of two books with the plain title 'Comparative 
Literature', both printed in Cairo. 

The first of these, by Najib ai-'Aqiqi(16), cannot claim reasonable affinity 
with CL beyond the title. it consists of two parts, the first being a collection 
of essays on some problems of poetics, such as beauty, feeling, imagination, 
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inspiration; and the second a discussion of some Arabic poetic subjects such 
as love, description and panegyric, with a brief mention of some artistic 
schools. A title like 'Elementary Principles of the Criticism of Poetry' would 
have been more descriptive and less misleading. Yet, this book has so far 
reprinted twice. The third edition, expanded to 439 pages, includes melanges 
of Arabic and foreign literatures without any order. Worse still there are 
neither a list of references nor a table of contents. 

The second book, by Adb ai-Razzaq Himideh(17), constitutes an attempt 
to present comparisons between a few Arabic poems and some similar ones 
in English and French. The author stresses resemblances rather than 
differences and has nothing to say beyond his superficial comparison of 
themes, as if literature consisted of themes and subjects only. Ghonemi Hilal 
has considered this book very superficial.(18) 

In 1951, Ibrahim Salamah publishes the third Arabic textbook on CL 
under the title: Literary Trends Between East and West, a plan and a 
Discussion of Comparative Literature.(19) Salamah's introduction reveals 
how terribly confused his ideas were regarding the conception of the new 
discipline. Both Ghonemi Hilal and 'Atiyya 'Amir have treated this book rather 
contemptuously on the ground that the author had no specialization in the 
discipline [of course as designed by the French school], whereas one of the 
more serious historians of modern Arabic Lit~rature, Muhammad Yusuf 
Najm, spoke highly of it, probably in part because Salamah was then at the 
top of the literary Academic hierarchy. The perplexity regarding these pioneer 
books reflects how confused the understanding of CL and how limited in 
number and influence its specialists have been. 

In 1953 a new phase was initiated with the publication of Hilal's 
celebrated book AI-Adab a/ muqaran (CL).(20) This book, reprinted more 
than ten times since, has become the major source on CL in most Arab 
universities probably up to the present. its influence has been outstanding, 
and thus Van Tieghem's orthodox concept of CL continued until very recently 
to be the official creed of the Academic establishment in the Arab world. 

In the 1970s the center of interest seems to have shifted from Cairo to 
Beirut, where almost every two years a new textbook on CL appears but 
without much change in concept. In the eighties Baghdad, Damascus and 
Djedda enter the competition and the average of publishing rises up to one 
book per year, coupled with some challenges to the established 
conception.(21) 
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Ill a. Any account on the development of CL in Arabic would be incomplete 
and crippled if it ignored the role of translation, if only for the reason that 
most textbooks in Arabic are either free translations or adaptations (from 
French sources). The first translated book was La Litterature comparee by 
Paul Van Tieghem. No mention of the name of the translator or the date and 
place was made, but most probably it was translated by Dr. Sami ai-Durubi 
and printed in Cairo in 1948. Ironically, this anonymity has allowed it to be 
reprinted several times in Cairo and later in different Arab capitals as though 
it had been a sort of public property. A fresh translation, however, by ai
Hussami has appeared in the eighties in Beirut. The influence of van Tieghem 
has so far been paramount; it may be the only individual influence to match 
Ghonemi Hilal's and even to outstrip it. After all, Van Tieghem is the 'ustadh' 
(teacher) and he is also a foreign scholar on a foreign discipline; and both 
disciple and teacher represent one and the same case. In 1956 M-F. 

' Guyard's La Jitterature comparee came out in Cairo but had a poor reception 
partly because of the inadequacy of the Arabic version and its endless 
missprints. For the following three decades some translated arrticles 
appeared in periodicals together with two or three books translated in the 
eighties. English replaces French in the recent translations. Following is a 

selective list. 

La litterature comparee, Paul Van Tieghem, Cairo, 1948 

La Litterature Comparee, M-F. Guyard, Cairo, 1956 

"General, Comparative and National Literature", in Thoery of 
Literature, Wellek and Warren, Damascus, 1973 

"Comparative Literature, its Definition and Function", H. Remark, in 
Comparative literature, Method and Perspective. Damascus, 

1979 

"Influence and Imitation", U. Weisstein, from Einfuhrung in die 
Vergleichende Literaturwissenschaft. Cairo, 1983 

Refractions: Essays on Comparative literature, Hary Levin. 

Damascus, 1980 

Comparative Literary Studies: an Introduction, S. S. Prawer. 

Damascus, 1986 (22) 
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To complete the picture, there remain some important features which 
need not be disscussed through th· historical method. Since these features 
are interrelated, and also for the sake of brevity, they will be disscussed 
through the following intergrated points: 

- the recurrent topics and issues 

- the ideological and methodical controversy 

- the present situation. 

From the theoretical perspective, Arabic Comparative Literature shows 
more or less the same concerns concurrently voiced by Western scholars 
regarding such issues as: The dilemma of the definition of the discipline, its 
cognitive boundaries and consequently its specific message, its perplexity 
between literary history and criticism, value judgement, the aesthetic 
question, etc. But it should be clearly stated here that such issues have only 
arison since the late 1970s by both the introduction of American views on the 
subject and Etiemble's critique of his French colleagues. (23) 

Before the seventies there were no traces in Arabic of such discussions, 
simply due to the certainty of Hilal and other disciples of Van Tieghem and 
Guyard. In fairness· to the position of these enthusiastic disciples, one should 
remember that they were involved in a rather difficult combat against the 
traditional non-specialized view which tended to level the new discipline with 
any simple act of comparison. They were also preoccupied with disciplinary 
struggle inside the academic institution with a view towards establishing 
identity and relative independence for the new discipline at a time when so 
many new courses were combating to have a place in university curricula as 
a response to the necessities of modernization. the theoretical discussion of 
the discipline, however, is still in an elementary phase and should not be 
overemphasized. Apart from one or two books, the discussion is still limited 
to some periodicals and has not yet crystallised in the form of trends or 
integrated positions. 

Applied studies in CL seem to enjoy better chances. Due to the 
complexity of foreign influences that entered into the shaping of modern 
Arabic literature, there has always been a necessity for scholars and literary 
historians to indulge in such hot topics as the investigation of influences, the 
study of ways of reception, checking literary translations and the question of 
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acculturation, and-above all-debating the struggle between the inherited 
and the 'imported' in modern Arabic culture, often reffered to as the 
'problematic' of autocthony (al-assalah) and modernity (al-mu'asarah). There 
are also some specifically comparative topics which seem more appealing to 
Arab acholars than the traditional ones of: travels, images, intermediaries, 
reception of certain authors or topics, etc. Among these appealing topics are 
the questions of both Literary schools and literary genres, especially in their 
appearances in modern Arabic Literature. Contemporary scholars, moreover, 
seem to be so pre-occupied with the question of the universalism of literature 
and the chance of Arabic literature to gain international recognition without 
sacrificing either its identity or its local color. Arabic litrature in its relation to 
Western literatures and also to Islamic old and modern literatures is one of 
the familiar subjects. In general, the study of influences remains at the heart 
of applied comparative studies in Arabic. 

In the Arab World today, the ideological controversy is automatically 
projected onto every aspect of cultural life. Any bit of discussion can easily 
lead to the roots of the matter either in Islam or in Marxism or in Arab 
nationalism, the three poles of the ideological controversy. Comparative 
literature, thanks to both its cosmopolitan nature and its still pending major 
tenets, is an ideal platform for ideological confrontations. Thus, as soon as 
Arabic CL began to get some airing outside university classrooms in the late 
seventies, many suspicious questions regarding its message and objectives 
were posed, not so much from an epistimological viewpoint as from 
preconceived ideological standpoint. Etiemble, of course, has been widely 
cited, though more eclectically than systematically, by Leftist writers who 
tend to brand the early French comparative ideas as Euro-centric and rather 
nationally chauvinistic. The question of influences is constantly coming under 
fire to the extent that in the Second Conference of the Arab Comparative 
Literature Association (ACLA), Damascus 1986, the organizer had to stand as 
if in trial and apologetically give an explanation why the agenda of the 
Conference was 'overloaded' with entries on influences. He later had to beg 
for just a slight distinction between two different approaches: The mere 
objective discussion of influence on the one hand and the propagation and 
advocation of them on the other.(24) Scholars of Islamic disposition naturally 
have also their own objection to influences, but when it comes to the worse 
they would call for concentration of investigation on the Islamic relations of 
Arabic literature. The American ideas, in their turn, flexible as they are, have 
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not been received with the degree of welcome that is expected in view of 
their flexibility, perhaps because they are a priori taken to be an extension of 
the original 'Western' Euro-centrism. 

Finally, both in the special issues of Arab literary periodicals and 
ACLA(25) Conferences an increased discussion has recently been noticed 
regarding the possibility of the emergence of an Arab comparative viewpoint 
inspired by the specific experience of Classical Arabic culture as well as by 
modern Arabic literature in the absorption and assimilation of foreign ideas. 
This quest takes its legitimacy from the public aspiraton throughout the Arab 
World for a synthesis between the past and the present. It is, of course, too 
early to make any comments on the credibility of these expectations in the 
field of CL. But it is probably fair to say that they indicate a serious Arab 
approach to comparative scholarship which is, by and large, regarded as the 
more suitable approach for treating the rather tangled problems of the 
growth of modern Arabic literature under the impact of a multiplicity of 
influences and relations coupled with strong affinities to the past. In view of 
these obstacles, it is probably wise to suppose that the ability of CL in Arabic 
to meet the challenge would depend to a certain degree upon the 
advancement of the descipline on the international level. To all appearances, 
however, comparative studies in the broader sense seem to be well 
established in the Arab world and bode well for the future. 

NOTES 

1. The only account that deserves mention before the eighties is: 
Muhammad Yusuf Najm, "ai-Adab ai-Muqaran" in ai-Adab a/-'Arabi fi 
athar a/-darisin, Beirut, 1961, p. 270 in particular. Unfortunately, very 
little attention has been given to this early account. As from 1981 more 
interest in the subject is demonstrated. The following accounts may be 
the most important: 
Hussam AI-Khateeb. ai-Adab al-muqaran, Damascus University, 
1981-1982, Vol. I, pp. 95-133. 
'Atiyya 'Amir, "Tarikh ai-Adab Al-muqaran fi Misr", Fusul, 4-111, 1983, pp. 
31-32. 
Sa'id. Allush. "Waqi' al-dirasat ai-'Arabiyya al-muqarana", a paper read 
at the 2nd Conference of the Arab Comparative Literature !Association 
(ACLA), Damascus, 1986, then published in ai-Adab ai-Ajnabiwa. Nos 
51-52, Vol. 14, 1987, pp. 163-190. 
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2. Due to this fact in particular, I have been encouraged by both H. Remak 

and U. Weisstein to write the present article. 

3. Mohamed Ghonemi Hilal. "Les etOde de litterature comparee dans le 
Republique Arab Unie", Yearbook of Comparative and General 

Literature, Chapel Hill, VII, 1959, pp. 10-13. 

4. Gilbert Tutungi. "Comparative Literature in the Arab World", Yearbook.., 

XII, 1964, pp. 64-67. 

5. First appeared in 1966, Cahiers Algerians de Litterature Comparee, 
Faculte des Lettres et Sciences Humaines, Alger, I, 1966. 

6. Much has been written on ai-Bustani in Arabic. As for ai-Khfilidi's early 
role in Arabic CL, I have been the first to draw attention to this fact 

through many articles and one book about him. In English see: 

- Wajih Fanus. "Sulayman ai-Bustani and Comparative Literary Studies in 
Arabic", Journal of Arabic Literature, XVII, 1986, pp. 105-117. 

- H. AI-Khateeb. "Ruhi ai-Khalidi, a Pioneer of Comparative Literature in 

Arabic", JAL, XVIII, 1987, pp. 81-87. 

7. See note 1, above. 'Amir's article was originally read at the Preparatory 
Conference on Arabic Comparative Literature, and later published in its 

Acts . .. , Annaba, Algeria, 1983. 

8. In Arabic: Fakhri Abu ai-Su'ud. "Fi al-adab al-muqaran, al-athar al-ajnabi 
fi al-adabayn at-Arabi wa al-lnglizi", ai-Risala, IV-186, 21 September 

1936, pp. 1534-1535. 

9. a/- Risala, 153-IV, 8 June 1936, p. 938. See the 'Arabic title in Document 

2, below. 

10. Ibid. 

11. In Arabic: "al-Tashabuh wa al-ikhtilaf fi al-adabyn at- Arabi wa al-lnglizi", 

ai-Risala, 208-V, 28 June 1937. 

12. The first article appeared in 1947, whereas the second-which is more 

important-appeared in 1948: 
Etiemble. "Renouveau de Ia litterature comparee" (tr. into Arabic), ai
Katib ai-Misri, Vll-28, January 1948, pp. 646-649. 

13. Not a single article on the theoretical aspect of CL appears in this review. 
Even the applied studies do not show awareness of the discipline. A/if is 
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quarterly and bilingual (Arabic and English). It is very limited in 
circulation. 

14. 'Amir. "Tarikh .. ", Fusul, 13-22. 

15. Information to be obtained either from Yearbooks of related universities 
or from answers to a questionaire arranged by the present author. 

16. Najib ai-'Aqiqi. Min al-adab al-muqaran [On Comparative Literature], 
Cairo, 1948. Later expanded and printed in three volumes with detailed 
literary biographies of famous European literary figures, Cairo 1975. 

17. Abd ai-Razzaq Himideh. Fi a/-adab a/-muqaran, [on Comparative 
Literature], Cairo, 1948. 

18. Hilal. "Les etudes .. ", p. 11. 

19. Ibrahim Salama. Tayyarat Adabiyya byn al-sharq wa a/-gharb, khitta wa 
dirasa fi al-adab a/-muqaran, Cairo, 1951. 

20. M. Ghonemi Hilal. Al-adab al-muqaran [Comparative literature], Cairo, 
1953. 

21. I may be the first Arab author to introduce the details of the methodical 
controversy of CL to the Arab reader. The matter started directly after 
attending the Vlllth ICLA Budapest Conference of 1976; and in the TV, 
radio and press interviews which I later gave in Syria on the subject of 
the conference I was eager to explain the nature of the controversy. 
Later I published a series of three articles in ai-Ma'rifa where I summed 
up the differences and introduced in detail H. Remak's view's with a 
translation of the main part of Remak's well known article of 1961 and its 
supplement of 1971 . The title of this series of articles translates: 
"Compartative Literature between Methodical Dogmatism and Humane 
Openness", a/-Ma'rifa, Nos. 204-207, 1979 .... Later, the treatment was 
expanded and published in my book on CL already referred to in Note 1 , 
above. 

22. References denote date and place of publication of Arabic translations. 
Many other translations and re-translations came out in the late eighties, 
with Iraq joining the Egyptian and Syrian efforts. 

23. See, for example, an article on Etiemble by Jamal Shuhayyid in a/-Thawra 
Cultural supplement, 27-11, 1 Jan. 1977, Damascus. 
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24. Accounts on these discussions appeared in Syrian literary periodicals 
(1986-1987). See in particular outlines of these accounts in al-Ma 'rita (9/ 

1986) and a/-Usb(J' a/-Adabi (24.7. 1986). For a documented account on 
the 2nd conference of ACLA, see: Dr. Hussam Alkhateeb. "The 2nd 
Conference of the Arab Association for Comparative Literature", Majallat 

Jami'at Dimashq (Damascus University Review), No. 7, September 1986. 
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